Cornerstone – Applicant Statuses and Dispositions

Cornerstone Applicant Statuses and Dispositions Overview:

- Applicant statuses are used to move the applicant through the recruiting process.
- The available applicant statuses can differ between the position types. Available dispositions do not vary between positions, though there are some that are specifically used for certain positions.
- Generally, emails are not sent to applicants upon a change in their status or when adding a disposition. The exception is when an applicant is moved into a disposition of Voluntary Withdrawal, they will receive an email with instructions on how to reapply if desired.
- Use this job aid to understand how to use the appropriate applicant status or disposition. Information on how to change an applicant status or disposition can be found in the Managing Applicant job aid.
- If you have any questions, please contact ihr-hrais@illinois.edu.

How to Access the Cornerstone System:

1. Open internet browser and go to: apps.uillinois.edu
2. Select Cornerstone - Urbana (found on the Human Resources card)
3. Log in to Cornerstone using your net ID and password

Applicant Statuses

1. Faculty and Academic Professional – Below are the applicant statuses that are used for Faculty and Academic Professional position types.
   a. Application Submitted – This is the first status an applicant will receive. At this point, the hiring manager and any reviewers added will be able to view the applicant.
   b. Semi-Finalist (screening/phone interviews/etc.) – This status should indicate which applicants you will be interviewing in the first round. Cornerstone interview...
functionality will be made available if you would like to use it. Please refer to the Interviews job aid for further information.

c. **Finalist and/or On-Campus Interview** – This status should indicate which applicants will be interviewed in the second of final round. Cornerstone interview functionality will be made available if you would like to use it. Please refer to the Interviews job aid for further information.

d. **Offer Letter** – This status should be given to a candidate when you have decided to send an offer letter. Functionality in Cornerstone will be made available to generate an offer letter when in this status.

e. **Background Check** – This status should be given to a candidate when they are ready for the Background Check. No other action is needed other than putting them into this status.

f. **Background Check Complete** – This is used by IHR only to indicate when the background check is complete.

g. **Hired** – This is used to indicate the applicant that you have hired. Once the number of hires equals the number of openings, the requisition will close automatically. Prior to a requisition being closed, all applicants should either have a Hired status or a Closed/Dispositioned status. So, it is advised to disposition applicants prior to changing to the final hire status.

h. **Closed/Dispositioned** – This is the status you use for those candidates you will not be proceeding with on this requisition. You will be prompted to indicate a reason (disposition status) when closing. Prior to a requisition being closed, all applicants should either have a Hired status or a Closed/Dispositioned status.

2. **Civil Service positions** – Below are the applicant statuses that are used for the Civil Service positions.

a. The following statuses are for IHR use only. These should never be used by departments or colleges.

   i. **CS-Load Applicant Data**
   
   ii. **CS Exam-Request Validation**
   
   iii. **CS Exam-Qualifications Under Review**
   
   iv. **CS Exam-Meets Qualifications**
   
   v. **CS Exam-Request Denied**
   
   vi. **CS Exam-Credentials Ready to Score**
   
   vii. **CS Exam-Credential Score Transferred**
   
   viii. **CS Exam-Ready to Schedule**
   
   ix. **CS Exam-Scheduled**
   
   x. **CS Exam-Ready to Score PRMS**
   
   xi. **CS Exam-Scored**
   
   xii. **CS Exam-On Register**
   
   xiii. **CS-Finalize Register**
   
   xiv. **CS-Ready for Referral**
   
   xv. **CS-Refereed**
   
   xvi. **CS Exam-No Show**
xvii. CS Exam-Withdrawn
b. Below is additional information regarding the remaining Civil Service applicant statuses.
   i. **CS Referral #1** – Applicants with this status represents the first group of referrals for this position. They are ready to be contacted for an interview. IHR will place applicants into this status. Before receiving the next group of referrals, applicants should be dispositioned as appropriate.
   ii. **CS Referral #2** – Applicants with this status represents the second group of referrals for this position. They are ready to be contacted for an interview. IHR will place applicants into this status. Before receiving the next group of referrals, applicants should be dispositioned as appropriate.
   iii. **CS Referral #3** – Applicants with this status represents the last group of referrals for this position. They are ready to be contacted for an interview. IHR will place applicants into this status. Applicants should be dispositioned as appropriate before proceeding to the next step.
   iv. **Offer Letter** – This status should be given to a candidate when you have decided to send an offer letter. Functionality in Cornerstone will be made available to generate an offer letter when in this status.
   v. **Background Check** – This status should be given to a candidate when they are ready for the Background Check. No other action is needed other than putting them into this status.
   vi. **Background Check Complete** – This is used by IHR only to indicate when the background check is complete.
   vii. **Hired** – This is used to indicate the applicant that you have hired. Once the number of hires equals the number of openings, the requisition will close automatically. It is advised to disposition all other applicants prior to placing the applicant(s) in a hired status. Prior to a requisition being closed, all applicants should either have a Hired status or a Closed/Dispositioned status.
   viii. **Closed/Dispositioned** – This is the status you use for those candidates you will not be proceeding with on this requisition. You will be prompted to indicate a reason (disposition status) when closing. Prior to a requisition being closed, all applicants should either have a Hired status or a Closed/Dispositioned status.
   ix. **CS-Integration Failure** – This status is automatically generated due to a failure in a feed to an external system. No action is needed by a department on these errors. IHR is notified of the error when it occurs, and if needed, will follow-up on the error and correct it. There are times, no action is needed, and the applicant will just be advanced to the next appropriate applicant status.
Dispositions Defined

1. The following dispositions are system generated and not removable; however, these should not be used:
   a. Closed as Duplicate
   b. Failed Pre-Screening
   c. Not Eligible for Rehire

2. The following dispositions are applicable only for Civil Service positions or other central processing and should not be used outside of IHR:
   a. Background check only
   b. CS Exam Cancel, No Show, Reschedule Limit Reached
   c. CS Exam Cancelled by HR – No Penalty
   d. CS Exam for Position Already in Progress
   e. CS Exam Taken Limit Reached
   f. Meets min qualifications – not referred
   g. Moved to another requisition
   h. System update
   i. Workshop attended – In Person
   j. Workshop attended – Virtual

3. Below are the list of dispositions and their definition and/or how they would be used:
   a. Declined interview – Assign this status when a candidate declines an interview.
   b. Declined offer – Assign this status when a candidate declines a verbal or written offer.
   c. Did not confirm qualifications on application – Assign when the search committee or hiring manager determines they can’t confirm the qualifications on the application materials.
   d. Lacks min qualifications experience/skills – Assign when the search committee or hiring manager determines the minimum qualifications, experience, and/or skills are lacking.
   e. Lacks min training, licenses, or certifications – Assign when the search committee or hiring manager determines the minimum training, licenses, and/or certifications are lacking.
   f. Lacks min educational requirements – Assign when the search committee or hiring manager determines the minimum education is lacking.
   g. Lacks min qualifications experience/skills – Assign when the search committee or hiring manager determines the minimum qualifications, experience, and/or skills are lacking.
   h. Lacks min training/licenses/certifications – Assign when the search committee or hiring manager determines the minimum training, licenses, and/or certifications are lacking.
i. Lacks preferred educational requirements – Assign when the search committee or hiring manager determines the preferred education is lacking.

j. Lacks preferred qualifications experience/skills – Assign when the search committee or hiring manager determines the preferred qualifications, experience, and/or skills are lacking.

k. Lacks preferred training/licenses/certifications – Assign when the search committee or hiring manager determines the preferred training, licenses, and/or certifications are lacking.

l. Late submission – Assign this status when an applicant applies after the close date and will not be considered.

m. Missing documents/incomplete application – Assign when the applicant has missing documents that were requested in the advertisement or their information is incomplete.

n. No response – Assign when you reach out to a candidate to schedule an interview and they do not respond after two attempts to contact them.

o. No show – Assign when a candidate does not show up for a in-person or virtual interview.

p. Not hired – Finalist – Assign for candidates that were interviewed as a finalist and not selected. An explanation for the disposition of these candidates will be requested on the appointment form.

q. Not hired – Semi-finalist - Assign for candidates that were interviewed as a semi-finalist and not selected to move to the finalist stage. Explanation for the disposition of these candidates will be requested on the appointment form.

r. Search closed without hire – Assign to candidates when a search is closed without a hire.

s. Voluntary Withdrawal – Assign when an applicant asks to withdraw their name from the position.